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Abstract: In this study, we developed a microfluidic chip with a magnetically driven
microrobot for oocyte enucleation. A microfluidic system was specially designed for
enucleation, and the microrobot actively controls the local flow-speed distribution in the
microfluidic chip. The microrobot can adjust fluid resistances in a channel and can open or
close the channel to control the flow distribution. Analytical modeling was conducted to
control the fluid speed distribution using the microrobot, and the model was experimentally
validated. The novelties of the developed microfluidic system are as follows: (1) the
cutting speed improved significantly owing to the local fluid flow control; (2) the cutting
volume of the oocyte can be adjusted so that the oocyte undergoes less damage; and (3) the
nucleus can be removed properly using the combination of a microrobot and hydrodynamic
forces. Using this device, we achieved a minimally invasive enucleation process. The
average enucleation time was 2.5 s and the average removal volume ratio was 20%. The
proposed new system has the advantages of better operation speed, greater cutting
precision, and potential for repeatable enucleation.
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1. Introduction
“Dolly” is famous for being the first mammal to be successfully cloned from an adult cell [1].
Despite low success rates, several mammalian species have been successfully cloned since then [2–4].
Embryo manipulation is a potential technique for the genetic improvement of domestic animals and the
preservation of genes of rare animals. Oocyte enucleation is a primary technique for the cloning
process. The cloning of Dolly the sheep had a low success rate; 277 eggs were used to create
29 embryos, of which only three resulted in lambs, and eventually only one lived. Peura et al.
conducted a viability test of the oocyte volume during nuclear transfer and determined that the
nucleocytoplasmic ratio is an important parameter for embryo development [5]. Therefore, the low
success rate of cloning techniques is a bottleneck for developing this field. Conventional techniques for
the enucleation process mainly include the following: manual manipulator operation, microfluidic
cutting methods in a microchip, and chemical treatment methods [6–8]. However, these methods tend
to have a long operation time, low success rate, contamination, and low repeatability. Additionally,
such types of complicated cell manipulation processes can only be undertaken by skilled people.
During the chemical treatment processes, a person unaware of toxicities may poison the cells.
Recently, researchers invented many techniques that do not require manual operation for the
treatment of cells by fabricating a microrobot on a microchip. Magnetically actuated microrobots
appear to be the most promising because of this method is minimally invasive to a cell, features a
noncontact drive, and has a low production cost [9–13]. Nelson et al. controlled the untethered
microrobots using electromagnetic fields [14]. Sitti et al. designed a biologically inspired miniature
robot [15]. These methods reduced the technical skills of operation and increased the throughput and
repeatability. These robots can be operated precisely, but they do not have enough power to separate
an oocyte. Previously, we have developed magnetically driven microtools (MMTs) in order to apply
the microrobot to a wide range of cell manipulations. A permanent magnet possesses a magnetic field
that drives an MMT 10–100 times more forcefully than an electromagnetic coil of the same size,
effortlessly causing the output of mN-order forces. In order to reduce significantly the effective friction
of the MMT, we arranged permanent magnets parallel to the driving plane [16] and piezoelectric
ceramics were employed on the drive plane to induce ultrasonic vibrations so that the effective friction
reduced significantly [17]. As a result, we achieved μm-order positioning accuracy while maintaining a
mN output force.
Enucleation by a dual arm MMT was conducted previously [18]; however, it was difficult to
remove the nucleus because the oocyte is a viscoelastic material. The cutting process is a complicated
model because the oocyte is soft and sticky. Once the tip of the MMT blade touched the surface of the
oocyte, a resistance force generated by the oocyte decreased the position accuracy. In addition,
achieving the enucleation process was difficult because the oocyte flow was not well-controlled.
The contribution of this paper is the development of an enucleation system using cooperation of an
MMT with fluid control. Our new enucleation system contains three remarkable improvements: the
oocyte enucleation process can be conducted one by one; the removal ratio in the volume is
controllable, minimizing damage to the oocyte; and the nucleus can be removed with a hydrodynamic
force controlled by the MMT. The methods of how to achieve these merits will be introduced
sequentially in this manuscript.
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Figure 1a shows the concept of the enucleation chip that we used to conduct oocyte enucleation
experiments. Two large chambers with a height of 300 μm and a diameter of 5 mm were designed. The
MMT with a height of 200 μm was placed in one chamber with its blade inserted in the microchannel
branch. To conduct the enucleation process, the other inlet of the Y-shaped microchannel was used to
inject continually the oocytes. On the other side of the inlet is a shallow withdrawal microchannel with
a height of 50 μm that was used to confine the oocyte to a position to cut accurately the oocyte by a
given volume.
The first stage involves oocytes in a cell culture medium being injected from the inlet of the
microchip. By connecting a digital pump to the outlet, the medium containing the oocytes from the
inlet flowed through the microchamber towards the outlet. The tip of the MMT cutting blade was
placed at the interface of the chamber and the withdrawal microchannel. The oocyte was delivered by
the flow to the withdrawal microchannel, as shown in Figure 1b. Then, the tip of the MMT controls the
oocyte orientation so that the nucleus comes to suction port. The delivered oocyte is obstructed at the
interface because of the height limitation (50 μm) of the microchannel, as shown in Figure 1f. Then,
the hydraulic pressure deformed the oocyte, allowing the lower part of the oocyte to be suctioned into
the withdrawal microchannel, as shown in Figure 1c. After the nucleus was in the withdrawal
microchannel, the tip of the MMT was actuated to the left in order to close the interface, as shown in
Figure 1d. Next, under the protection of the MMT, the initial portion of the oocyte was reserved and
only the separated nucleus was flushed away with the flow (Figure 1e). After the nucleus separated
from the oocyte, the remaining part was also sucked out and collected from the outlet. Figure 1f shows
the cross-sectional view of the microchannel; there is a height difference between the main chamber
and the withdrawal microchannel. The oocyte can be stopped at the intersectional junction where the
oocyte enucleation was conducted because of the height difference.
Figure 1. (a) Overview of the enucleation microchip. (b–e) Concept of the oocyte
enucleation process by the use of magnetically driven microtools (MMTs) in a microfluidic
chip. Blue arrows show the flow direction. (f) Height differences in the microchannel
design. The white arrow shows the movement of the MMT.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Fluid Control by MMT
In this enucleation procedure, the nucleus is removed from the oocyte by hydraulic force. The force
on a moving object due to a fluid is:
FD 

1 2
 v Cd A
2

(1)

where FD is the drag force, ρ is the density of the fluid, v is the speed of the object relative to the fluid,
Cd is the drag coefficient, and A is the reference area. As evidenced in the equation, the drag force is
relative to the velocity of the fluid. Therefore, in order to utilize the flow effectively for the oocyte
enucleation process, the local velocity of the fluid must be precisely controlled by MMT; this method
is proposed below.
In representing the flow of a fluid as the flow of electricity, some insight into the process is gained;
the fluid in a hydraulic circuit behaves similar to electrons in an electrical circuit. An electric circuit
analogy is used in Figure 2 to specify the parameters of the microchannel [19]. The total volumetric
flow rate Q (m3/s) in a rectangular microchannel is described by Hagen–Poiseuille’s law [20] as
Q

p
RH

(2)
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where ∆p is the pressure difference (Pa) through a finite channel length L. The hydraulic resistance
RH (Pa s3/m) is defined as

RH 

8L 8L

R 4 rH

(4)

where η is the viscosity (Pa s). The hydraulic radius of the channel rH (m) is a geometric constant and
is defined as rH = 2A/P, where A is the cross-sectional area of the channel (m2) and P is the wetted
perimeter (m).
Based on the equations mentioned above, we determined that the structure of the microchannel
strongly influences the volumetric flow rate. The area-averaged velocity of the fluid U (m s−1) is [21]:

U

Q
p
p w3h3


wh whRH 8 L( w  h)4

(5)

where w and h are the width and the height of the microchannel, respectively. By changing the position
of the MMT, the microchannel structures on both sides are slightly modified. Therefore, the fluid
distribution is actively controlled by the MMT. By employing the MMT-controlled fluid, the oocytes
can be individually delivered to the suction port. Considering oocytes are typically 100 μm in
diameter, the oocyte inlet microchannel is 150 μm in width, and length is 300 μm. Because the height
of the MMT is 200 μm, the chamber height and width are both 300 μm, and to confine the oocyte at
the suction port. In order to have allowed the MMT enough space to conduct all the processes, the
MMT works similar to a rheostatic controller, which is governed by the distribution of flow, Q2 and
Q3. The flow allows the oocyte to load to the location of operation, i.e., separating the nucleus from the
oocyte, by increasing the hydraulic pressure.
We conducted the experiments by loading fluorescent microbeads (Ф: 2 µm) into the microfluidic
chip to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MMT movements on the velocity of the fluid. Figure 3
shows the fluid velocity with respect to the position changes of the MMT. In Figure 3a, when the
MMT is near the right-side corner of the withdrawal microchannel, the velocity of fluid on the left side
is higher than on the right side of the MMT. In Figure 3b, when the MMT is near the left side, the
velocity of fluid in the microchannel on the right side is higher than on the left side. Three
representative points were selected to assess the velocity distribution in the microchannel. The pressure
distribution on the oocyte was derived from the velocity distribution. Points A and B show the
distribution of velocity on both sides of the MMT at the suction port, while point C was used to the
observe velocity changes in the suction channel. The width of the microchannel is 200 µm and we
measured the distance L at points along the range of 0–200 μm. Figure 3c shows the experimental
results as well as the theoretical results for the fluid velocity changes with respect to the MMT position
at each point. When the position of the MMT was at the right edge of the channel (L = 0 μm), the flow
from the right side of the channel ceased, whereas when the position of the MMT was at the left edge
of the channel (L = 200 μm), the flow from the left side ceased. The experimental values reasonably
corresponded to the theoretical values, proving that the flow distribution in the channel was
well-controlled by the MMT position, similar to an adjustable valve. As a result, the surface traction
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forces (FD) affecting the oocyte can be adjusted to conduct the oocyte enucleation process by allowing
the oocyte to split via the hydraulic force and to be flushed away by the flow.
Figure 2. Electric circuit analogy of the enucleation chip.

Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental values of the fluid velocity changes at three points
in the channel. The velocity of the outflow is set to 3.5 mm/s. (a) In case that the MMT is
near the right-side corner, (b) In case that the MMT is the left-side corner.

2.2. Cutting Volume Estimation
In order to achieve precise separation of the nucleus from the oocyte with minimal damage, the
effect of the oocyte removal volume is significant. It is crucial to remove the nucleus in the smallest
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volume possible to increase the potential for the development of the nuclear transfer embryos [22]. The
MMT controls the volume of the suctioned oocyte by closing the channel after a certain amount of
time. To determine the correlation between the suction time and the oocyte volume suctioned into the
channel, experiments were conducted.
In the experiment, the outlet velocity (point C in Figure 3) was fixed to avoid interference from the
pump. The outlet of the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chip was connected to a syringe pump using a
Teflon tube. The relationship between the oocyte volume sucked into the outlet microchannel and the
suction time was obtained. The distance between the MMT tip and the right edge of the withdrawal
microchannel, L in Figure 4, can vary, which would result in a change in the velocity of the sucked
volume. In our experiment, the MMT position was fixed at a distance of 40 μm from the right edge of
the channel, and the oocyte with a nucleus had enough space to be suctioned into the withdrawal
microchannel. The suctioned volume of the oocyte was measured by the oocyte area in the channel and
the height of the channel (Figure 4a). Figure 4b shows the experimental results of the volume ratio of
the sucked volume into the channel to the original oocyte volume with respect to time. The graph
shows that the error bars at each data point are small. Especially, the volume suctioned in the channel
in less than 3 s was consistent and the variation was less than 5%. This indicates that the volume
control over time using an MMT and fluid forces is highly accurate, enabling a precise
enucleation process.
Figure 4. Correlations of the volume sucked into the outlet microchannel with respect to
the time under the fixed position of the MMT. The velocity of the outflow is set to
3.5 mm/s. (a) The definition of volume ratio, (b) the experimental result.
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2.3. Separation of Oocyte by Hydraulic Force
Separating an oocyte using two MMTs is difficult because the perfect alignment of two cutting
edges is difficult [17]. Therefore, we propose a new cutting method employing only one MMT. We
squeeze an oocyte using an MMT towards the wall of the microchannel, allowing the nucleus portion
to be separated by fluidic forces. A 3D structure was modeled using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1 to
analyze the distribution of the surface traction on the oocyte; this model also allowed the flow
conditions in the microchannel to be observed. The MMT angle and the exit velocity are set to 150°
and 3.5 mm/s, respectively. Figure 5 shows the COMSOL simulation results; from this figure, the
surface traction on the oocyte is completely different with respect to the velocities in separate areas.
The lower part of an oocyte that enters the withdrawal microchannel suffers a high traction force with
a maximum value of 72.2 Pa from the hydraulic pressure in the Y-direction. Meanwhile, the part that is
not being suctioned into the microchannel experiences almost 0 Pa because it is protected by the MMT
from the impact of the medium.
2.4. Fabrication of Hybrid MMT and Microfluidic Chip
A microfluidic chip consists of a PDMS microchannel and is bonded to a glass substrate. A PDMS
microchannel was produced via replica molding with a photolithography-fabricated master mold.
Ultraviolet light was exposed through a photomask to produce a microchannel pattern using a mask
aligner (LA410, Nanometrich Technology Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The substrate was then developed and
rinsed. We employed SU-8 film (DuPont Co., Wilmington, DE, USA) and a two-step exposure process
to produce the height difference in the microchannel of the microfluidic chip. The two-step exposure
was performed to fabricate a precise and uneven channel for cell confinement. The main channel and
the withdrawal microchannel had heights of 300 μm and 50 μm, respectively.
Ni is ferromagnetic and can be magnetically attracted by a permanent magnet, but it is easy to bend
during handling because of its ductility and thinness. As a result, smooth Ni is difficult to maintain,
which is essential for flow control in the channel. Therefore, we employed a hybrid MMT composed
of Ni and Si, which is both rigid and bio-compatible. The Ni-Si MMT fabrication process is shown in
Figure 6. At first, Au and then Cr were sputtered onto the Si wafer (thickness = 200 μm). Then, the
wafer was coated with a thick negative photoresist (SU-8, Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Kanagawa, Japan)
and then exposed on the Si substrate so it could be utilized as a support layer. The other side of the Si
wafer was coated with the photoresist OFPR (Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Kanagawa, Japan). After the
exposure on the OFPR side, the OFPR pattern was developed. Next, deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE)
was conducted on the OFPR side, and the Si was etched to a depth of 200 μm, until the Cr/Au layer
stopped the etching process. After the wet etching of the Cr, the Au surface was exposed. Then, Ni was
grown on the Au surface by the electroplating method to a thickness of 200 μm. After the Ni
accumulated in the holes on the Si substrate, we again conducted the OFPR coating, exposure, and
DRIE processes to form the MMT shape. At last, by removing the photoresist and the Au layer, a
hybrid MMT was fabricated.
In order to prevent contamination after 2–3 h experiments, one disposable microfluidic chip that
costs only 0.2 dollars was available. However, the MMT could be repeatedly cleaned and reused.
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Figure 5. FEM results of the velocity distribution and the surface traction of oocytes in the
Y-direction. Object surface: y component of surface traction (force/area) (Pa). Arrow:
Velocity field, Slice: y component of velocity field (m/s).

Figure 6. Fabrication process of the MMT and a fabricated chip with a magnified figure
of the MMT.
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3. Oocyte Enucleation Experiments

3.1. Experimental Setup
Figure 7a shows the system components of the platform, including a linear stage for the magnet
actuation, a microscope with a CCD camera, a joystick, a high-response pump, and a microfluidic
chip. The microscope with the CCD camera sends the captured image data to the PC and the stage
movement is controlled by the joystick. A high-response syringe pump connected to the microchip is
used to control the velocity in the microchannel.
Figure 7b shows the overview of the microchip setup, including the driving concept of the MMT
using horizontal polar drive (HPD) with ultrasonic vibration [17]. The MMT is actuated by HPD and
the four neodymium (Nd2Fe14B) (diameter: 1.0 mm, grade: N40) permanent magnets, which are
arranged on a swivel base set on a 2 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) linear stage [16]. The commercially
available piezoelectric ceramic (W-40, MKT Taisei Co., Tokyo, Japan) has the following parameters:
the size is φ = 42.0 × 3.5 mm; the resonance frequency is 55 kHz; and the electrostatic capacitance is
4600 pF. This was attached to the microfluidic chip and an AC of 150 Vp-p was applied at 52.5 kHz to
vibrate the sliding surface of the MMTs [17]. By controlling the 2-DOF linear stage, the MMT could
be actuated in the X- and Y-directions. The swivel base rotated the MMT in the X-Y plane. In
summary, an MMT with 3-DOF on the X-Y plane is sufficient for performing the enucleation process.
Figure 7. Components of experimental system: (a) experimental setup for the enucleation of
oocytes including the linear stage for magnet actuation, a microfluidic chip, and a
piezoceramic for generating vibrations on the microfluidic chip and (b) system architecture.

(a)

(b)

3.2. Experimental Process and Result
Prior to the oocyte enucleation process, the bovine oocyte must be prepared in advance with
hyaluronidase (0.1% of medium) for 10 min in order to remove the cumulus cells surrounding the
oocytes and pronase (0.5% of Phosphate buffered saline) for 10 min to remove the zona pellucida.
Next, Hoechst 34580 is applied to stain the nucleus of the oocyte; the nucleus portion was florescent
when exposed to a mercury lamp.
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Figure 8 shows the experimental results of the bovine oocyte enucleation process (Supplemental
video file available online). The oocyte inserted from the inlet flowed to the narrow channel. The
MMT pushed the oocyte towards the wall of the microchannel so the oocyte orientation could be
adjusted by letting the nucleus face towards the suctioning microchannel. The oocyte was too large to
pass into the microchannel with a height of 50 μm (Figure 8a). After the nucleus position was
confirmed, the downside of the oocyte was drawn towards the withdrawal microchannel by the
outward flow until the nucleus, visualized by the bright spot, was sucked in the channel (Figure 8b).
Then, the tip of the MMT held the oocyte by pressing it towards the corner of the channel (Figure 8c).
Next, the lower part of the oocyte with the nucleus was torn by hydraulic forces and was washed away
with the outward flow (Figure 8d). After the separation experiments, the remainder of the oocytes were
suctioned from the outlet and immediately sent to an extraction chamber to evaluate the status of the
cell membranes. Although deformation of the oocyte could happen during the separation process,
Figure 8e shows that the cell membrane of the enucleated oocyte, which is spherical, remained intact.
The removed nucleus can also be observed in this figure. The nucleus was successfully removed and
the oocyte shape remained circular, even after the separation. The procedure time, i.e., the duration
from the oocyte reaching the narrow channel until the nucleus was removed from the oocyte, was less
than 5 s and the volume removed from the oocyte is approximately 17.8% of the original volume.
Figure 8. (a–d) Experimental results of the oocyte enucleation process with an MMT.
(e) Nucleus after being removed from the oocyte. The incision of the enucleated oocyte is
smooth and the remaining oocyte is remains smooth; the enucleated nucleus is also shown
in this figure with a removal volume of 17.8% from the original volume. (Supplemental
Video file available online).
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3.3. Separation Time and Removal Proportion Evaluation
The dot graphs of Figure 9 show the evaluations of both the enucleation time and the removal
proportion of oocytes based on 15 samples. Figure 9a shows that the enucleation time was an average
of 2.5 s for a single oocyte enucleation. The slowest processing time was less than 5 s. In mammalian
cells, the average diameter of the nucleus is approximately 6 μm, which occupies about 10% of the
total cell volume [23]. Using our approach, the removal volume of the oocyte was 20% on average; the
20% removal of the cytoplasm ratio is significant for early cloned bovine embryos [22]. Depending on
the nucleus position, the removal volume can be slightly increased, but the highest volume removed
was 36%. The precise control of oocyte orientation in a few seconds assists in improving the
separation accuracy, which will be further covered in our future work.
Figure 9. (a) Enucleation processing time for 15 samples; the average enucleation time is
2.5 s for one oocyte. (b) Removal proportion of the nucleus from the original oocyte for
15 samples; the average removal proportion is 20%.

(a)

(b)

4. Conclusions

A new scheme that involves use of hydraulic forces controlled by a microrobot to perform an
oocyte enucleation process in a microfluidic chip has been demonstrated. Using this novel design for
oocyte enucleation, the nucleus was removed from the oocyte successfully. This system is
advantageous for the following three reasons: (1) that oocyte enucleation can be conducted at a higher
speed as compared to conventional enucleation methods; (2) that it minimizes the damage to the
oocyte, and that the removal volume of the nucleus portion is small, which is important because the
cytoplasmic volume affects the development of nuclear transfer embryos; and (3) that the incision of
the enucleated oocyte is smooth, which may also reduce the influence of the viability on the oocyte.
Viability examinations of enucleated oocyte by proposed method are our ongoing work. However, the
advantage of separating an oocyte by fluid force is confirmed by Ichikawa et al. [7].
The precise and faster orientation control of the oocyte needs to be studied more because it takes
several seconds to minutes to properly orient the oocyte positions. Then, the next step is a fusion
process using the enucleated oocyte. After this, our study will include a repeatable enucleation process
via more automatic control. For instance, automatically detecting oocytes and adding a dispensing
module, which could dispense the enucleated portion to the culture automatically, will achieve
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high-speed, high-precision, and repeatable results. This work will conclude with the automation of the
oocyte enucleation process, similar to a manufacturing production line.
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